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LOS &lMOS COfPACT TOROID, FAST-LINER, AND
8

HIGH -DENSITY %-PINCH PROGRAMS

R. K. Llnford (and the Compact Toroid Staff),
A. R. Sherwood (and the Fa~t Liner Staff),
and J. E. Hammel (and the High Density Z-Pinch Staff)

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

TNTRO!NICTION

The Compact Toroid (CT) and High I)ennitv Z-Pinch (HTWP) are
two of the plasma configurations presently being studied at Los
Alamos. The purpose of these two programs, plus the recently
terminated (May 1979) Fast Liner (FL) program, is surnmartzed in
this section along with a brief description of the experimental
facilities. The remaininR sections summarize the recent results
and the experimental status.

~ompact Toroid

‘lko types of CTtIare stud~eclnt Los Alatnos:] Spherom*k~ acd
Field Revrrsd ConfiguratlonR (FRCS). Spheromaks , which contnin
both polofdnl and toruidal field components, ● re produced by a
magnetized coaxial ●ource (m&gnetized Marshall pun), as shown in
Fig. l(a). The neparnted npheromak is trapped and confined in n
m~tal flux conscrver not ehown in FiR. 1. Coaxial sources, 30 cm
in diameter, have been used to form spheroma;s fn the CTX facility
and its pr~decesaor, the Prototype facility.

FitCR are produced hv preionizinR a plasma in the presence of
an axial “biaR” field in a thetn-pinrh CO1l, ●nd then by
reversinR the current in the cofl. This current reversal
the ff~ld direction Outeide the plasma. This externa;
reconnects near th~ ●ndm of the coil with the bl~a field
ineide th(!plasma. The repulting FRC ohrinks ●xiallv
●quilibrium state (FiR. l(h)), whirh contains onlv poloida:

rapidlv
chnngeri

field
trapred
to the
field



and toroidal current. FRC experiments have been conducted In the
FRX-A and FRX-B faeilltles,3 which both have coil diameters of
25 cm and COY.1 lengths - 1 m. FRX-C has twice these linear
dimensions and should be operational in the summer (1981).

Both FRCS and sphe-omaks share the common characteristic of
CTe; no magnet coil or vacuum vessel links the hole in the
toroidal plasma geometry. This feature substantially reduces the
engineering complexity of proposed CT reactora. It also allows
Inpcrtant flexibility In reactor design. The plasma rings can be
translated
Moving ring
conditions
of proposed

along guidefields, merged with other ring ●tc.
reactor8 can yield essentially steady-state thermal
in the blanket regioo while avoiding the complexities
steady-state systems such as current sustainment,

NW

(b)

L. ‘-

(a)

Fig. 1. CT fonnatlon techniques 8howlnR (a) the tearing and
reconnection of the fieldn that separate the epheromnk
from the radial flelda of the coaxial source, and (b)

the final equilibrium state of tbe elonRated FRC in thr
theta-pinch coil.



feedback stabilization refueling, ash removal, and impurity
control.q CTa also have other potent;al reactor advantages
including high en[:ineering beta, natural diverter action, and the
possibility of t~mallsize and small unit power. These potential
advantages motivate the at~dy of both spheromaks and FRCS to
determine their stability and confinement properties.

Fa~t Liner

The Los Alamos FL p ~m explored a portion of the general
“liner concept in which a previously prepared plasma ‘s
adiabatically compressed to thermonuclear temperatures * ~
pressures by an imploding metal l%ner. The particular aspec, af
this concept studied at Los Alamos is illustrated in Fig. 2. A
prepared plasma having 6 > 1 and containin~ an embedded azimuthal
magnetic field to slow the thermal energy losses is in contact
with the lIrN*rand end plugs. A very larRe axial current driven
through Lhe thin, cylindrical liner shell causes the liner to
implode by the pinch effect at a sufficiently rapid rate that the
adiabatic beatlnu of the plaama overcomes cross-field thermal
losses. Theoretical estimates indicated that liner velocities of
at least 106 cm/sec were required for this, and achieving such
velocities with near-reactor-sized llners was a maflor goal of the
program. The cylindrical geometry shown in Fig. 2 was used in
these experiments. s Liner implosion studies were conducted using
portions of the large modular capacitor bank previously used for
the Scyllac experiment.
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FiR. 2. Geometry of Loi~ Alamot? FL exp~riments. ‘rvpical
dimensions were K 2.6 cm, AOU 0.1 cm, L= (i~1,,.o



Ti~eFT,concept leads to a relatively small, high power

density, pulsed reactor. A preliminary conceptual reactor design
atudy6 indicated a possible economical power system, given
favorable solution to several critical engineering problems and
physics uncertainties. Perhaps foremost among these was the

replacement cost of the liner and current ledd structure that
would be destroyed on each shot. Although this and other
reactor-related engineering lssues6 were not solved, a major
attractive feature of the approach is that, In principal,
reactor-like conditions (breakeven) might be achieved in the
Laboratory at a relatively early date and at modest cost.

High Denf:ity Z-Pinch

The long term objective of the Los Alamos HDZP experiment is
10 keV plasma temperature at a particle density of

f:20a;~];:?l :m-3 with a pulse time of 250 ns. These conditions
should be achieved by using a laser beam to initiate a mall
diameter (- 0.1 mm radius) piaama channel of deuterium between
electrodes fed by a 600 kV transmission line, a~ qhown in Fig. 3.
After th~ Iniristion, the high-voltage line provides the rapid

current rice necessary for the maynetic pressure to balance the
pressure gener~ted by the ohmic heating of the dense plasma. The
theoretical current profile required for pressure equilibrium is
given fn Fig. 4. l%e equilibrium for constant current is reached
St about 1.5 MA, the Pease current. At a density of 5 x 1020 cm-3
with a channel radius of 0.1 mm, the plasma temperature is

TTRAM9Mf*810N LINE

cnAwNaL

Fib, ?. Z-pinch and elwt=ode nnsemhlv.



Fig. 4. Temporal behavior O; the current required for radial
equilibrium.

predicted to be greater then IO keV at the 1.5 MA current level.
Initial. experiments have been performed on Prototype HDZP at the

100 kA level, and a 400 kA facility IS under construction. A
fusion reactor att!dy based on th,eHDZP concept has been made by
Hagenaon, et al.’

The reactor mtud~gumed parameter which are close to those
now being used in th? Loa Alamoa HDZP ●xperi ●nt. The lentzthof
the plaama la 10 cm with a density of 1021 cm-Y and a radiue of
0.1 m. The current eource la a %rx-driven water line with a
current capability of 1.45 HA. The conclurlon in the study is
that a Marx-bank ●nergy of 140 kJ would praduce a fusion yield of
4.4 llJfor s plaama O-vane of 33. These results ohow that the
dense Z-pinch is a dramatic dep~rture from the usual reactor
concept, with its much innaller sizw and high power density
capability,

SPHER(NAK

The formation procenn chown In FIR. l(a) reeults fn a
apheromak trapped In a flux conserver, a~ mhnn in FIR. 5. Field
probes measuring all thre? orthollonal compon~nts at aweral puints
●lonR the axia of symmetry indlcat~ that field reconnwtlon IR
cemplete within less thsn 50 on. Tkw ●xial romponcnt of the field
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Fig. 5. The flux conserver and spheromak geometry with the axial
field profiles along the axis of symmetry as R function
of time.

plotted in Fig. 5 also shows that the poloidal field decay in the
spheromak (confinement region) is an order of magnitude slower

than the reconnection t+me (entrance region).

Grot?s Stability

Several different fliixconserver shapes and external field

conditions have been used to test the gross stability of the

spheromak. Some of these configurations are shown in Fiq. 6. As
predicted by theory,8 th~ prolate spheromaP.s produced In the first
flux conserver In Fig. 6 were unstable to the n u 1, m = 1 tiltin$
mode (n and m are the toroidal and pololdal mode numbers), but tht
obla.” ~hape of the other three conserves stabilized the tilt.

The addit$on of external field has a destabilizing influence, but
the last flux conserver shown stabilized the plasma even with

significant exter,lal field.

Further experiments need to be coupled with the continuin&?

theory effort to determine optImum shaping of ffeld end flux

conserver for stability, confinement, and accesn to the plasmfi.

The access issue is not only important f~r present diaRnosti~
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Fig. 6. Crot3a nectiona of four flux coneerver Bhapes and
proximity to the coaxial source. The ntability of the
spheromak to the tilting mode is fndicated aa a function
of shape and presence of external fields.

bleeds, but aleo for future auxiliary heating, plasma diverter
action, etc.

muillbrium

The equilibrium properties of the plaama were determined by a
.~.~riety of diaRnoetics indicated in Fig. 7. Interferometry
indicates that the density decay approximately matchen the field
decay. l%e cofifiguration lifetimes of up to - 350 w, as shown in
FIB. 8, are consistent with ●stimates of the clae~ical resistive
decay for the Te - 10 ●V meaeured by Thomson scatterinfl. A
transport code is beinR deweloped with all the geometry effectn to
model this process more accurately.

The major concern with these obaieivatlons IS the lW ●lectron
temperatures. In an ●ffort to increase the temperature, n
“snipper” coiJ was added to the entrance reRfon to speed up the
field reconnection. Faster reconnection would reduce the time for
parallel ●lect?on thermal conduction back to the source nnd would
also reduce the poosibllity that metnliic impurities ●vol-vinx late



FiK. 7. Cross section of the CTX facility showing the source
(gun) and flux conm=rvnr :enmetry and the diagnostic

acceaa. The flux coneerver ia 90 cm in diameter.

in the discharRe could stream into the confinement region. The
coil aucce9afully increaBed the reconnection rate up to a factor
of three, but no significant change occurred in ●ither the
lifetime or the temperature as indicated in FIR. 9. The
ehot-to-shot nonrepeatability of thef~eT data is apparently not
due to nonrepentahillty in the source b~havior. Shots exhibiting
more than a factor of 3 difference in Te had virtually identical

magnetic field behavior. These ohaervations are similar to the
temperature and density fluctuations ob~erved in nmall, cold, im-
purity-dominated Revereed Weld Pinches (RFP). When the im-

purities are reduced, allowing T to Increase - 100 eV, these
fluctuations are greatly reduc~d. g Recauae of the similarities
between the apherr)mak and :$e RFP, wch as field profiles, ~ross

Btahility requirements, ●tc., it is possible that a reduction in
impurities in the spheromak will have the same favorable result.
The major ●ffort now ie to initiate impurity measurements with
bolometerR and spectrometers, and then begin an impurity reduction
proRram if impurity radiation is consistent with the ●nerflydecay
rate of the Bpheromak fi~lds.



FiIR. 8. Comparlaon of the average deneity through a diameter
with the axial component of the field on the axis of
symmetry.
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FIR, 9. Comparison of the tempotal hfatory of Te with and
Without the snipper coil ene”:gized. The data were
obtained one point per plasma shot at the location
indicated in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 10. Temporal field behavior compared with the Taylcm .cate
(dashed line).

Another similarity between the @pheromak and the RTP ia the
concept of the Taylor minimum energy state.l” In Fig. 10 the
r.oroidal field just outaltie the magnetic axia and the poloidal
field on the major axiB are plotted ag a function of time. Their

ratio ia then compared with the calculated ratio for the Taylor
state (dashed line;. It appears that when the spheromak devia’~s
too far from the Taylor state some relaxation process restores it
brick co this miuimurn energy state. TheBe relaxation processes
need to be mtuc?ied more carefully, particularly when the
reaistivity ar.dfluctuation are reduced ulder hiRher temperature

condition~.



FIELD REVERSED CONFIGURATION

CrosB Stabil~.ty

Since an FRC contains no toroidal field, q = O everywhere and
the field has no shear. Simple MFiDarguments muld then predict
that FRCS should be very unstable. Rouever, when proper pressure
profiles, elongated (prolate) geometry, and a conducting wall are
included in the Calculations, most modes h! been shown to be
stable.3

The only ideal MHD modes that are etill predicted to be

unstable are shorn In Fig. 11. me first mode is the same tilting
mode predicted and obgerved in spheronmks. However, thig mode has
not been observed in highly prolate FRCS with the separatrix
radius at least half of the wall radius. The observed stability
❑ay be due tfJ kinetic or finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects, or
❑ay be a result of the equilibria found in the experiments. The
computatlclns have been done for elliptical equilibria (see
FiF!. 12) whi~.e the experiments appear to be more racetrack-like.
Attempts are being made to compute racetrack equilibria to
determine the importance of thiB difference.

The sscond type of unstable mode Is thr axial or radial kink.
,*.,-..‘Y the radial form is shown in Fig. 11. Again this mode is not

FIR. 11. The twc Ideal MHDmorles that are theoretically predicted
to be unstable. Both the undisturbed -quiltb?la and the
growing modal dlstortionB are shown.
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Fig. 12. CampariBon of elliptical and racetrack equilibria.

observed ●xperimentally. FLR Stabilization is a po~aible
explanation.

The only gross ❑ode that is normally obeerved is the
rotational n = 2 inetabflity. The observed @table period before
the ❑ode onset is consistent with the FRC increasing in angular
velocity until it croasep a threshold for ;nctability predicted by
a Vlasov fluid code.]l The angular acceleration could be due to an

external torque perhaps applied by plasma outside the
12 Arother

eeparatrix
through viacoclty. cauae of acceler.cion could be net
angular momentum carried by particl~s diffusing acroas the
saparatrix.13 This particle loss model predjct~ that the onset of
the instability ~hould oc:ur when about half the particles are

lotlt. This prediction is consistent with the experiment. Since

the ●xternal torque or other euurces of rotation are also

poar)ible, better correlation between experiment and theory ?fi

needed to properly understand this issue. However, if the FRC

stable period f (time before mode on~et) continues to scale with
thetimerequire~ to lose half the ptirtlcies, then parti~le
transport, not the rotational m?de, will llmit th~ reactor

potential of the FRC.

E9U!E!!4!!!!

The equilibrium conditions of th? FRC were meaaured hy field
probes, ●xcluded flux loops, HeN@ [nt.srferometry, ●tc. Thorneon

acatterinR and kppler broadening of the CV 2271 A line were unefl

to measure T ●nd T,. F!gure ]3 shows the temperature dependence

on initial fifl pres~ur~ 4n well as the claasical equilibration

between T and
200 ●?, n -

:Im: T

:;”,($Q 2’;:;::’;::; :::;~:,:a:::::::~:

- 50 LIB, and the the ●eparntr~,x
txceedse 80 per ent.

5
This example corresponds to

2rn 101] cm- a iil a

an

nl - toro!dtl conflnament geometry with a
ml~or radi,’:.of leaa thtin2 cm.



FiR. 13. Temporal behavior of the electron and ion temperatures
for four initial D2 fill pressures.

Confinement Scaling

As is indicated in Fig. 14, the observed stable period scales

with R2/pie, where R la the major radius and Pio is the ion gyro
radius in the ●xternal field. This scaling was first sugpeated

Hamasaki, who observed the Rame particle confinement ~callng in a
1-D transport code, 14 The code predicts not only the observed
scnling, but the observed particle conflnemerdt tlme. This

remarkable aRreement is obtained by using a iwer-hybrid-drift

transport coefficients in the code. [lnfortu~lately, ●ssumptions

made in the derivation of the coefficient have been questioned,
i.e., no t~mnerature gradient, wave-enerfly-bound ●aturation

mechanimn, etc. Thus, more theory and ●xperimento are needed to
understand the scalinR.

The major purpose of the FRX-C device, now b@inR completed,
is to ●xplore this confinement scaling to larger eizea. Figure 1S

illustrates some ..fth~ major issues of this scalinR studv. Here



Fig. 14. The scaling of the stable period observed in two
experiments wi:~ several bank energies over a period of
several years.

8

:

Fig. 15, Ponslhl@ confinement scaling with R/p,.

confinement time 18 plotted again~t the ratio of pla~ma size to
ion orbit size. The region tested hy FM-A and FRX-R is indl.catecl
by the solid line between R/Pi = 5 to ]8. FRX-C may ●xtend th~t



as high as 40. The dashed lines are jupt speculated behavfor.
Will confinement time continue to scale with ?6? Will the scaling
Improve when the macroscopic density scale length becomes long
compared with pi as is indicated by the dashed line? Will MHD
activity degrade confinement when the FLR effects become weak as

is indicated by the lower dashed curve? These are some of the
questions that the FRX-C should begin to answer.

FAST LINER

Liner implosion experiments were conducted at Scyllac bank
efiergies rang{ng from 1.4 to 2.8MJ. The emphasis was on liner
dynamics, and a plasma load was not present. Other experiments to

produce a suitable plasma load in en appropriate geometry have
been described elsewhere. 5 Figure 16 illustrates the experimental
arrangement. The diagnostics used included measul’ements of the
driving current and voltage, flux compression of a 1 IcCaxial seed
field, contact probes and flash x rays. The driving current and
voltage were used to determine an avera~e radial position of the
driving current as a function of time (i.e., an average liner
trajectory). This was compared with point measurements of the
liner position obtained from the contact probes and with the
position at a given time determined from the flash x-rey picture.
A separate estimate of a portion of the liner trajectory was
obtained from the flux compression diagnostic.

-Fx-RAY SENSITIVE }LM

CONTAINMENT
VWiSEL

LIWfl

q moefs,
PINGAUGESM
MZCXLECTRIC
CWS’TALOUTWTS .—--lm~

n
l-h FLAW K-RAY

fWNT WJRCE

FIR. 16. Schematic drawing of Font Liner implosion ?xperimenta.1
configuration.



The results of these ●xperimental measurements of the liner
trajectory were compared With a mnnerical model for the implosion
Obtained from a l-D, Lagrangian, hydrodynamic code containing a

detailed treatment of the equation-of-state of the liner material.
Tigure 17 shows such a comparlaon for a 1.4 MJ shot. The point
labeled as “abrupt current change” marks the discontinuity in tb~
slope of the current trace caused by the sudden ending of the IL
contribution to the voltage when the liner hits the axis. The
dimensions of the cylindrical aluminum liner were 10 cm length,
5 cm diameter, and 1 mm thickness. (h this shot a liner velocl~)’
of - 5 x 105 cm/sec was achieved.

Figure 18 shows the computed trajectory and the experimental

data for a 2.4 MJ shot. The velocity inferred from the discrete
experimental points is 106 cm/see, in agreement with the
calculation. Thus, a major goal of the liner implosion program
was achieved.

M x-ray shadowgraph taken on the shot presented in FIR. 18
is shown in Fig. 19. The reproduction is negative, so white areas
indicate mass. The liner (white annulus) has an inner radius at
0.6 cm and is traveling at 106 cm/sec. (The initial radius was
2.8 cm.) The white spots ~n axis and the white radial streaks are
ma~netic probes, contact probeB, and signal wires. The liner
implosion is seen to be azimuthally symmetric~ and the fuzzy
appearance of the outer edge of the liner is cau~ed by
vaporization of the material there due to ohmic heating from the

Fig. 17. Comp8riRon of theoretical and mensured liner
trajectories for a !.4 NJ shot.

i
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Fig. 18. Computed trajecton end ●xperimentally determined
positions for a 2.4 IIIJ●hot.

FiR. 19. Flsah x-ray pbotoRraph of an implodinR liner.

- 15 HA drivinR current. The inner ●d~e of the lin?r iB etill
nolid. The oli&ht fuzziness of the imaRe there iB due to
refiolution ●ffecte.

In R?neral, the x-ray nhadowRrapha and the other diagnootice
●hewed Bymmetric liner implosions having velocities in the
5 x 105 cm/Bec ranRe for the iouer bank energies and velocities of
106 cm/sec for the 2.4 MJ bknk ●nerRy case.



HIGH DENSITY Z-PINCH

Channel formation
small Proto~ype machine.
water trar. srnission line

experime~ts have been conducted with a
This machine is a 600 kV, 5 fi, 60 ns

charged with a Marx genmrator. With fiil
pressures of 1 to 4 atmospheres, these experiment have created
channels ~f 0.1 mm radius at currents up to 100 kA. The density

dis~ribution of a channel ia measured by a Moire-Schlieren
technique with illumination by a shc~rtpulse N laser (3373 A).

$An example of such a char~nel photograph is shown n F~g. 20. In
these experiments no sausage or kink instabil%ttes have been
observed out to 120 ns.

The reason for the stability against the m = O could be a
favorable plasma pressure profile which satisfies the adiabatic
lapse rate. The denstty measurement show a peak density on axis
and a bell-ehaped distribution which would go along with this
explanation. The kink stability could be produced by finite
Larmor radius effects, as well as by reducei growth rates because
of the f:asblanket.

A l.arget experiment driven by a lower impedence line is now
operational. This line will operate at 600 kV with an impedence
of 1.6 ‘2and a line length of 100 ns. At the 400 kA peak current,

Fjg. 20. Moire-Srhliercn photograph of pl~ch ~]annel ~t 1~~ kA
current and peak density of 3 x 10 cm- .



the pinch teinperature for 0.1 mm radius and 2 x 1020 cm-3 density
● scales to 1.5 keV.
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